WHOLE SOLUTION: ACROSS THE SUPPLY CHAIN + BEYOND

Remei AG coordinates the whole bioRe® supply chain - from farm to delivery of the finished product to brands and retailers

Farming

Ginning

Organic cultivation
involves the use of natural
fertilizers, natural pest
control, and crop rotation.
This is subject to regular
checks by the company’s
organic inspector. Organic
cultivation is certified
according to EU Regulation
834/2007 and the United
States National Organic
Program (NOP).

Spinning

The first step is
preparing the cotton
for processing.
Humane and fair
working standards
are confirmed by the
certification SA8000.

“Treating mankind and nature with
respect is the key to sustained
economic success”. This is the
Remei business philosophy that
has taken what started as a private
initiative in 1991 to become one of
the largest organic cotton production
systems worldwide. Featuring
the label bioRe® the Swiss textile
specialists Remei AG produce highquality yarns and textiles
within an ecologically
and socially
sustainable
process

Next, the ginned cotton
is transformed into
yarn. As in all stages
of production, great
emphasis is placed
on the safety of textile
workers.

chain. More than 8,300 small-holder
farmers have joined the bioRe®
companies in India and Tanzania
and have adopted the ecologically
sound principles of organic farming.
Internationally recognized
certification confirms Remei’s
adherence to these principles,
including social standards BSCI
and SA8000 and organic agriculture
standards EU 834/2007 and NOP.
In addition, the bioRe® Foundation
has been established to initiate and
promote social projects in producer
countries, such as mobile health
units and community schools.

Enquires: Farm@TextileExchange.org

www.TextileExchange.org/FarmHub

Knitting

Dyeing

At this stage, yarns are
made into fabrics by
means of knitting and
weaving. Workplace
conditions including
health and safety are
standards of paramount
importance.

First, the cotton
is bleached with
(harmless) oxygen.
Then, it is treated with
non-toxic, skin-friendly
colors. In this process,
environmental norms
and standards play a
very important role.

Manufacturing
Garments are
manufactured according
to customer’s cut and
style preferences. Also,
as a matter of course,
workplace conditions
such as regular working
hours, no child labour,
fair pay and social
benefits for the textile
workers are in place.

At Remei, ethical responsibility and corporate thinking
are aligned through five fundamental principles:
• organic cotton farming, including advising and
training farmers and guaranteed purchase of organic
cotton from the bioRe® farmers;

Traceability

+

Every garment made
in the bioRe® supply
chain is marked with a
unique code number.
This allows all Remei
garments to be traced
back through every
step of production: from
garment manufacturing
all the way back to the
field where the cotton
was first harvested.

Support
Ready to wear fashion –
ready to be responsible:
Remei give support to their
clients so they can in turn
communicate the bioRe®
benefits to their customers.
Remei assist with training
for sales staff, hangtag
messages, and with content
and visuals for company
websites to get the message
across.

The bioRe® label stands for Remei AG’s quality, as
well as its socially and ecologically sensitive chain
of production, featuring organic cotton processed
into fashionable high-quality clothing for brands
and trading companies. Remei services include
the making of collections and complete production
management in:
•

clothing for all the family - jersey and french
fabrics including elastane blends

• fairness with respect to farmers and textile workers
through social projects and farmer visibility
initiatives;

•

all colours, embroidery and prints, including
screen-printing and rotary printing

• transparency through supply chain tracking right
back to the field;

If you interested in having your textiles produced to
bioRe® quality contact Remei AG:
info@remei.ch
or visit the Remei website:
www.remei.ch

• ecologically sound garment production;

• and innovation with CO2 neutral bioRe® production.

